
34 Pelham Road, Port Pirie

Presentation Perfect - VENDOR IS OPEN TO OFFERS

Overlooking the Port Pirie Golf course, with a beautiful street appeal

highlighted by the tidy gardens with beautiful mature trees. This home will

have definite demand to those seeking a quality low maintenance home in a

highly sought after area. 

Enter the home to the beautifully presented sitting room which is kept at an

even temperature by a split system air conditioner and steps up to the

formal dining area that then leads into the well-appointed kitchen also with

split system air conditioner and has ample bench and cupboard space,

pantry, dishwasher and tiled floors that flow into the spacious meals / family

area which is ideal to keep all the family together at meal times. There is

also access via sliding doors to the outside patio area which is fully covered

for all year round entertaining and has slate flooring.

The rendered home is immaculate in its presentation and is disposed to

three bedrooms. The master bedroom has an ensuite, ceiling fan and

mirrored built in robes while the main bathroom has a glass brick wall, bath

and separate shower alcove and is central to the other two bedrooms.

Other features include ducted air conditioning throughout the home and

ducted gas heating, laundry has built-ins and bench space, a drive through

double carport (UMR) with automatic roller doors a 20’ x 20’ lock up garage
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and established gardens. The home is without doubt immaculate in every

way, sitting proudly on a high allotment, and in close proximity to schools. As

stated the home has a lovely street appeal, offering wonderful value,

fabulous position and glorious presentation - you had better be quick to

inspect this one.

RLA 172 571

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


